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	Introduction to Information Systems: Supporting and Transforming Business, 4th Edition, 9781118063347 (1118063341), John Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Rainer & Cegielski's new edition of Introduction to Information Systems: Enabling and Transforming Business, 4th Edition includes updated coverage, refined cases, more illustrations, and a new "Weekly Updates" resource. Its concise chapters, many cases and examples, and online quizzing provide smooth and straightforward information and provide many hands-on activities. In general, the text is more engaging, compelling and relevant with a broader table of contents, pedagogically innovative structure, integrated activities, Excel and Access projects.
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Effective Computational Geometry for Curves and Surfaces (Mathematics and Visualization)Springer, 2006

	This book covers combinatorial data structures and algorithms, algebraic issues in geometric computing, approximation of curves and surfaces, and computational topology. Each chapter fully details and provides a tutorial introduction to important concepts and results. The focus is on methods which are both well founded mathematically and...


		

How to Pass Selection Tests: Essential Preparation for Numerical, Verbal, Clerical and IT TestsKogan Page, 2010

	
		How to Pass Selection Tests will help anyone who faces employers' tests, providing expert advice and practice material.

		

		The first part of the book advises candidates on the different types of test, why they are used, how to prepare for them, how to develop a successful test strategy, and how to deal with...



		

Wavelets and Their Applications (Digital Signal and Image Processing series)ISTE Publishing Company, 2007
Showing how wavelets combine signal in image processing, mathematics, physics, and electrical engineering, this introduction to wavelet technology helps engineers master the basic techniques for using wavelets in such applications as image compression, turbulence, human vision, radar, and earthquake prediction. Among the topics covered are the...




	

Foundations of ITIL V3Van Haren Publishing, 2007

	Foundations of IT Service Management based on ITIL has become the industry classic guide on the topic of ITIL. Over the years this authoritative itSMF guide has earned its place on the bookshelves and in the briefcases of industry experts as they implement best practices within their organizations.


	This 2007 version has now...


		

SOA Governance: Governing Shared Services On-Premise and in the CloudPrentice Hall, 2011

	The Definitive Guide to Governing Shared Services and SOA Projects


	 SOA Governance: Governing Shared Services On-Premise and in the Cloud is the result of a multi-year project to collect proven industry practices for establishing IT governance controls specific to the adoption of SOA...


		

From Object-Orientation to Formal Methods: Essays in Memory of Ole-Johan Dahl (Lecture Notes in Computer Science)Springer, 2004
This book is dedicated to the memory of Ole-Johan Dahl who passed away in June 2002 at the age of 70, shortly after he had received, together with his colleague Kristen Nygaard, the ACM Alan M. Turing Award:
"For ideas fundamental to the emergence of object-oriented programming, through their design of the programming languages Simula I...
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